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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is the result of work done in connection 
with the California Institute of Tech nology Electric-
Analo g Computer. Seve ral methods are developed for 
determining the accuracy of the solutions of various typ es 
of problems b y electric circuit analo gies. The se are 
used to obtai n expressions for the errors involved in the 
solutions of specific e xa mp les. 
Th e f irst part deals with t h e error involved in the 
solution of problems with continuously distributed physical 
properties by mean s of circuit analogies of lumped para-
me ters. The errors of mode f r equencies of severa l mechan-
ica l vibration problems are given in the form of asymptotic 
ser:i.es. 
In thB second part, investigation :Ls ma d e of the effect 
of the statis ti cal deviation of the a ctual values of the 
computer elements from t h eir nominal values. This effect 
is computed for circuits for some of t h e problems con-
si de re d i n the f irst section. 
The third part describes the analog computer solution 
of t h e transient stresses in a model airplane wing under 
landing impact. Thi s solution is compare d wi th another 
computed soluti on and with an experimental test of the 
same model vdng. 
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PREFACE 
The statement of a problem which is to be solved 
with the electric-analog computer consists of three 
distinct parts. The first part is a description of the 
system. This may be in the form of a set of mathematical 
equations, or it may be a description of the subject of 
the problem, consisting of physical measurements and 
properties. The second part estab l ishes the excitation 
of t he system. The third part states what answers are 
desired; that is, prescribes the quantities to be in-
vestigated. 
The solution of the problem follows the same steps. 
First an electric circuit is cons t ructed which is an ana-
log of the physical or mathematical system. The second 
step is the application of electrical excitat i on to various 
parts of the circuit. And finally the answers are obtained 
by observation of t h e e l ectrical ~uantities present in 
the circuit. 
Errors in the solution may be traced back to one of 
these three processes. The analogy bet ween the electric 
circuit and the physical or mathematical system may be 
faulty. The excitation of the electric circuit may not 
correspond to the f orces t o which the physical system is 
subjected. Observation o f the electric analog by means 
of meters may introduce further error. This thesis will 
treat in detail only errors derived from the first source, 
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imperfect anal ogy. 
The other sources do contribute to errors, an d in 
many classes of prob lems cannot be ignored. When the 
excitation consists of an arbitrary function of time to 
be applied to the circuit, the combatting of error fr om 
this source lies chief l y i n the design a n d use o f special 
equipment to generate the desired functions. ( 1 ) .. I\ Errors 
due to metering ma y be ca u s ed by t he disturbing of the 
anal og- circuit when the met ers are connected, or by 
transmit ting to the operator information at variance 
with that whi ch exists in the circuit . The elimination 
of these errors lies in metering-sy st em de si gn, in whi ch 
the chie f limitation s are the qua lity of ferroma gne t ic 
materials and paras iti c impedances. 
The analo gy betwee n the physi c a l or ma t hematical 
syste m a nd its elecbric analog ma y be inaccurate for a 
number o f reasons. One is that t h e d i f f erentia l equa tions 
of the ori ginal system ma y be re presented i n the circuit 
by difference equa t ions. This i s most of ten the result 
of usi ng lumped electrical pa ra meters as a n analo g of 
distri bute d physical proper t ies which are fu n c t io ns of 
a continuous space va ria b le. Errors belonging t o t hi s 
class a r e conside re d in Part I of t his thesis. 
Another reason is the i mpe rfection of the individual 
~- Raised numbers in parentheses de signa t e the r efe rences 
listed a t t he end of the t e xt. 
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elements of the computer, including inherent pa rasi ti c 
inductance, capacitance, and resistance; deviation of the 
actual value from the nominal value; and non-lineariti es 
in the operating charac ter istics. Part II deals with the 
limitation of precision caused by the deviation of actual 
values f ro m nominal values. 
A third reason is that it may be impossible to 
reduce the original physic a l system to a set o f equa t ions 
without introducing seve ral quali f ying assumptions which 
affect t h e validity of t h e ans wers obtained. 
In discussing the error and precision involved in 
the solution of a prob l em by means of a certain circuit 
it is necessary to specify what quantity constitutes the 
answer in order to define the error and precision. It 
would be o2fficult to define and ascertain the error of 
an answer which consists, for example, of the response 
of a system to an arbitrary transient excitation. In 
the case of vibration problems, the f r e quency of normal 
mode vibration i s an i mportant answer, and is a quantity 
which is more readily analyzed. In this thesis, most of 
the problems treated are vibra tion problems, and the 
expressions whic h are derived are in terms of mode 
frequencies. 
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I ERRORS DUE TO THE LUMPI NG OF CONT INUOUS PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
1.1 Introduction 
The theory underlying the construc tion of elec-
tric circuits of discrete elements to represent continuous 
physical systems has been considerably developed. (2 ,3 ) 
The most certain method of determining the error intro-
duced by the lumping of parameters is to calculate the 
solution to the physical problem, calculate t he solution 
of the circuit analo gy , and compare the results. This 
c a nnot be done i n general, for the usual problem to which 
the computer is applied cannot be solved by exact analyt-
ical methods. Howe ver the pro cess of c hecking any com-
puter involves usi ng it to get answers to problems whj_ ch 
can be solved by other means. It is then hoped that the 
errors present in the ge neral solutions can be estimated 
from a k nowledge of the errors which e xi st in the test 
problems. 
Certain eigenvalue problems are a good test for 
errors introduced by lumping parameters, for solutions 
may be obtained for the problem with continuous proper-
ties, as well as for the electric circui t which repre-
sents it. The electrical analogy for t h is type of problem 
is a passi ve, non-dissipative circuit, f or which the nor-
ma l modes of oscillation are d e te rmined. For the purpose 
of defining errors the mode frequencies are considered to 
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be the answer.* 
In t h is pa rt are consi dere d eigenvalue problems 
a s sociated with linear second and fourth or der partial 
differential equations wi t h constant coefficients. For 
the continuous physical system the eigenvalue solution 
is obtained from a differential equa tio n by standard 
methods. For the lumped circuit the mode frequencies 
are obtained from t h e solution of a differe n ce equation 
or difference equations. For many of t h e cases considered 
the mode fre quencies cannot be expressed explicitly from 
the difference equation solution, but are developed from 
it i n the form of series. 
1.2 The Fourth Order Ei genvalue Problem 
The eqt~tion c o nsidere d here is that describing 
the lateral motion of a uniform beam bending in one plane. 
04 ~ '° aa. ox + EI 8t~ = O 
y lateral deflection 
x - longi tudinal dimension 
p = mass per unit length 
EI = stiffness to bending in x-y plane 
t = time 
Effects of rotary inertia, finite s hearing strain, 
* If the phy sical system under consideration is non-
conservative, but has linear dis sipation, the same me thod 
may be used. The circuit will contain resistance, and 
the mode frequen cies wi ll be complex numbers, represent-
ing rate of de c ay as well as rate of oscillation. 
( 1 ) 
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and damping are neglected. To reduce this to an eigenvalue 
problem* s inus oi da l oscillat i ons are assumed to exist at 
a frequency of w/2 rr. y(x,t) is re p laced by Y(x)ej~t, and 
o 2 y is replaced by - oo2Yejwt. Equa tion (1) is now written 
at 2 
~~; - k 4 y = 0' ( 2 ) (p wi)'.-: where k == - 4• EI 
k is a positive, re a l number. In genera l Y is a complex 
number. Howe ver, in normal mode vibrations, all portions of 
the sys tern vibrate in the same phase, so that Y may be 
considere d real without loss of genera lity. y is de termined 
"<.t>t by taking the real part of Y eJ • The genera l solution of 
equat i on (2) is 
Y = A cosh kx + B sinh kx + C cos kx + D sin kx. (3) 
For comparison with solutions by finite-difference 
methods, two sets of boundary conditions are applied, 
giving the following standard solutions. ( 4 ) 
(a) Si mply supported beam. 
At x - 0, Y = 0 and d2Y o. dxz -
d2y At x -:::: 1 , Y = 0 a nd _ O • dx 2. 
k m= m 'Tt 
( 4) 
( 5) 
->:·The term n eigenvalue problem" refers to a dif ferentia 1 
equation resulting from the separation of variables of a 
partial differential equation, and a set of boundary condi-
tions. In order that the eigenvalue problem h ave a solution, 
it will be found that a term in the differential equation, 
initially undetermined, must take on one of a set of discrete 
values, known as the eigenvalues. For t he vibration problems 
cons idered in this thesis, t he variable whi ch is eliminated 
by separat ion is time, t. The eigenvalue and the frequency 
of oscillation are related in a simple manner. 
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m = 1, 2, 3, •.. 
(b) Cantilever beam. 
At x - dY 0, Y = 0 and - = 0. 
d2Y dxd3Y 
- 1, dX.Z' = 0 and dX3 = O. 
( Cla mped end. ) 
At x (Free end. ) 
Y : ~(cosh kmx - cos kmx) 
+ Bro ( s i nh kmx - sin kmx ) , ( 6) 
where km is a solution of the equation 
1 + cosh k cos k : O, (7) 
and 
§ii -
Am -
cosh km + cos km = (-l)m (tan ~kml(-l)m 
sinh km + sin km ~ 
The first fe vv e·igenvalues for the cantilever beam 
are l isted in Table 1. 
The simplest type of electri c circuit ana l ogy for 
the beam in bending is given in Fig. l*, page 8, together with 
Table 1 Eigenv alues of the Uniform, Conti nuous, 
Cantilever Beam 
mode number, m km 
1 1.875 
2 4.694 
3 7.855 
4 10.996 
5 14.137 
~~ The transformers •of Fig. 1 are assumed t o be 11 ideal". 
That is, all the turns are linked by a ll the flux, the 
sum of the ampere-turns is zero, and no energy is dis-
sipated. T represents the ratio of the number of turns 
in the pri ma ry (y ) circuit to the number of turns in the 
secondary (p) circuit. 
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a'°'y 4 a~ 
(o) LUMPED Cl RCU IT REPRESENTiN(.; EQUATIO~: a 4 + Q ~ = 0 
x at 
q,n-o/z L. 
-~ '--~-----1.Mn 
¢ n-'h L 
'Pn+l/e ~~ .. _3~ 
w 
yr.-?. Yn+1 '!Jn+?. 
T- T 5 n..'fi 
__ f r I I __ 
(b) REPRESENTATION OF A"1 E.ND 5UPPORTE.D AT 0 
L. ~--
1 f"ll"T\ y, - 'Y 2. f"ln"'I 'Tlr\--- -T t T f T 
-
REPRESENTATIO~ OF AN E.ND C.LAMPED 
(C) Ai 0 
ri: ffrl tfL~J L ~ e i Cf'---
REPRE.SE.NTATION OF At-J E.ND FREE 
(e)AT t--1 (~)ATN + 1/c 
FIGURE 1 ELECTRIC NETWORK FOR THE SOLUTION OF 
THE UNIFORM BEAM IN BENDING. 
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t h e r epresenta tion of several ty pes of boundary co nditio ns. 
The theory on whi ch this circui t is based is deve l oped 
in re fe rences (2) and (5). In this analogy, the corre-
spend ing electr i cal and mechani ca l quant ities are g iven 
in Table 2. 
When subject to s inuso i dal electr i c osci l latio ns, 
the circuit of Fig. la i s described by a c'ifference 
equatio n whi ch i s derived as follows. 
,,/ n +.±. E.. 2 
Mn +l - Mn = - T Sn-! 
The quantities in these equations whi ch have subscripts are 
functions of only n, an d are related to the electrical quan-
tities of Tab l e 2 by the relations 
Table 2. Ana l og ous Quantities in the Circuit of Fig . la 
El e ctrical Quant i t ies 
Volta ges at nodes, Yn, Yn+l' etc. 
Volta ge s at nodes, ¢n-!' Pn+!, etc. 
Branch currents Sn-!, Sn+!' etc. 
Branch curr e nts Mn, Mn+l' etc. 
Ca pa ci tors C 
Inductors L 
Mechanical Quantities 
~Y Bending velocity 
at' 
0¢ = a-z.y Slope velocity di a.xe>t' 
Shear 
Bending moment 
Mass 
Bending flexibil i ty 
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Yn(t) = (R (Yn ej oot ) 
¢n+t (t) = (R (tn+i ejwt ) 
Mn (t) = (R (Mn ejwt) 
Sn+i ( t) = CR (.§n+! e jwt). 
<R means "the real part of. 11 The four dif :'erence equations 
may b e reduced to one by substituting for the terms on t h e 
left side of each e quation according to the preceding 
equation. 'rlie r esult of this process is 
Yn+2 - 4yn+l + ( G-z 4 ) yn - 4Yn-l + Yn-2 = O 
where 
z = './Tw {LC, 
and is real and positive. The general solution of this 
diffe renc e equation is 
( 8) 
Yn = A co sh nel + B sinh n81 + C cos n82 + D sin ne 2 ( 9 ) 
in which 91 and 82 are d eterm j_ned from the equation 
2 sinh l 2 sin l = yTwM . 281 = 282 = z (10) 
The details of this solution are giv en in Appendix 1. 
Equations (8) and ( 9) are ~alid for 2 ~ n < N - 2 when 
the end conditions aro those g iven i n Figs. lb to lf. 
By writing out the equations of these terminating circuits 
and defining Yn for n < :G and N - 2 < n by equation (8 ) or 
(9) a convenient mathematical statement of t he boundary 
conditions is arrived at: 
Fig. lb. End simp ly supported at 0 Yo = 0 (11) 
Y1 t y_l :::: 0 
Fig. le. End clamped at 0 yo = 0 ( 12) 
yl - y 
-1 - 0 
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Fig. ld. End clamped at l yo 0 (13 ) -2 = 
y = 0 
-1 
Fig. le. End fre e at N YN+l - 2YN + YN-1 = 0 (14 ) 
YN+2 - 2YN+l + 2YN-l - YN-2= 0 
i:;i· lf. End free at N + l YN-t- 1 - 2YN + YN-1 = 0 ( 15 ) ,ig. 2 · 
1 .3 Solution by Wave Propagation Characteristics. 
Simply Supported Beam. 
From equations (3) and (9 ) it is observed that 
the solutions of both the differential and d i fference 
equations are composed of t wo parts, one of wh i ch is a 
sinusoidal function of longitudinal distance. If the 
entire solution is sinusoidal (in equations (3 ) and (9 ) 
A = B = 0 ) the relation of the frequency of oscillations 
to the wavelength may be found direct l y from the differ-
ential equation of a uniform medium, or from t h e difference 
equation of a periodic structure - in t h e latter case by 
a method due to Brillouin. ( ? ) This method involves sub-
stituting in the difference equation an assumed solution 
of sinusoidal form. Applied to equation (8) it consists 
of carrying out the work of Appendix 1, but considering 
only those values of e which are pure ima g inar i es. This 
method has been applied to eight dLfferent electric-circuit 
analogies for the beam in bending .* 
_,:. In "An Improved Electrical Analogy for the Analysis of 
Beams i n Bending" by W. T. Russell and R. H. Mac Feal. ( To 
be published. ) 
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Referring to the differential equa ti on (2), and its 
solution, equation (3), and setting 'A = B = O, waveleng th 
A and oscillatory frequency are rela t ed as follows. 
21t = 1< :::: (fW2)~ 
>. - EI 
Similarly, from the difference equation (8) and its 
solution , e qua t ion (9), resul t s t he r e lation 
8 2 :::::: 2 s i n - 1 iz = 2 sin-' [ i ( T 2 w 2 LC ) ~] • 
( 16 ) 
( 17) 
e2 is t h e finite- diffe r e nce equivalent of k, t h e wave number. 
From equation (4), t h e simp l y s u p p orte d , cont i nuous 
beam has s i nusoi da l mo de s ha pes. Th e equivalent circuit 
of N cells analo g ous to t h is will bave t h e e nd condit i on 
of Fig. lb a t no de s 0 a nd N. It is a pparent from equations 
(11) t h a t t h e e nd conditio n s will be satis f ie d b y a sinus-
oida l solution: 
Y = A sin mn1l 
n N m ;:: 1, 2, 3, ••• , N - 1 
so that t h e frequency may be obtained from 
3 
Z ; 2 sin -1.g - 2 sin mit - 2 sin k m k m k "" 
"' -
2 z - 2N - - 2 N = N - 24N3 
k 5 
+ lg2oNs - ... 
Except for a n over-all factor relating time me a surements 
i n t h e analo g ous syste ms, t h e circuit is constructed to 
satisfy t h e equat i on 
N4T2 LC - p 
- EI 
This allows comparison of the mode frequencies of t h e 
t wo s y stems 
,6w,... CJJm _ 1 - Z m 2 • -../P - 1 
~ = CVrno - T =I/ LC"" k.,. ~ 1/Er' - 1 
(18 ) 
(1 9 ) 
( 20 ) 
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sin2 k m 
.6.lRJ"' == 2N 
- 1 
Wmo {kmt 2N 
AW"' k m 2 km 4 + - . . . ( 21) -- = 
- 12N20 360N4 Wmo 
k m - m1t ( 5 ) 
As in the case of the clampe d and free ends illus-
trated in Fig. 1, an analogy can be constructed for a 
support midwa y between nodes. 'rhe equations for this type 
of analogy are satisfied by a sinusoidal mode sha pe. Thus 
t he preceding development is a pplicable, and equation (21) 
gives t h e correct error, provided N re presents the effec-
tive length in cells. 
1.4 Solution by Asymptotic Series. Cantilever Beam. 
Unless the boundary conditions permit a sinus-
oidal s o lution the method of wave propa gation chara cteristics 
cannot be use d to dete r mine the mode f requencies. For the 
uniform beam, only t he beam with both ends simply suppor ted 
will have a sinusoidal mode s bape. Problems involving 
other end conditions must be attacked by different methods. 
'l'he cantilever beam is an importan t object of study on 
the e l ectric analo g computer. A met h od of analysis 
s uggested by R. H . Mac N~al is e mployed here to determine 
the error in mode frequencies of circuit-ana lo gies of t h e 
ca ntilever beam based on Fig. 1, and to compare it with 
t h e error in mode frequencies of t h e simp ly supp orted 
beam of the preceding section. 
There are four possible combinations of end conditions 
14 
given in Fig. 1. These will be designated (ce), (cf), 
(de), (df), t h e (ce) beam having the end condition of Figs. 
le and le, etc. 'rhese are summarized in Table 3, page 15. 
The first step is to re duce t h e general solution to the 
difference equation, 
Yn = A co sh n8 1 + B sinh ng1 + C cos n82 + D sin n82 , (9 ) 
and the boundary conditions to a form analogous to equation 
(7) of the continuous beam. This is essentially a process 
of browbeating hyperboli c and trigonometric functions. 
For the f irst two beams these details are recorded in 
Appendix 2. For all four beams the resulting equation, 
giving an implicit expression of t h e frequency, is ob-
tained and given in Table 4, page 16. The length of the 
circuit-analogy, measured i n cells, is desi gnated M. It 
will be noticed that the t wo beams (cf) and (de) ha ve 
identical equations, and hence will have identical mode 
frequencies. 
It is seen that both members of the equations in 
Table 4 are functions of z, and hence of W . The solutions 
could be found by p lotti ng these functions on a graph and 
noting t h e points at which the functions are equal. Th is 
method is of limite d value as it would ta ve to be re pea ted 
for eac h value of M. 
The equations of Table 4 may be put in a form wh ich 
will make them susceptible to t h e t heo ry of impl i cit 
functions. First, permit M to be continuously variable, 
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and not restricted to discrete values. Now, as the 
expansion desired wi ll be for l arge values of M, replace 
l 
M by w-2. Also, for convenience, rep l ace z by v ,/W. By 
these means , any of the equa t ions of Table 4 ma y be put in 
the form 
f ·=· f ( v' w ) = 0. ( 22 ) 
Furthermore, each of these is satisfied by 
f ( k m, 0 ) = 0 , ( 2 3 ) 
in which km is any solution of equation (7). 
It is assumed that a s ol ution exists of the form v = v( w ) . 
D . t· a e Sl gna ing av and ~ by s ubscripts v and w, respectively, 
2 
a n:1 dv and d v 
dw dw z by v' and v", respective l y, s uccessive 
differentiation of equation (22 ) with respect tow resul ts 
in 
df : f v v' + f w- O dw 
These equations may be solved for v 1 , 
v ' -
_ f w 
f v 
f v 12 VII - - >IV 
""'f_v __ 
2 f vv f w + 
f v 3 = -
2fvwV1 f ww 
- f v - r;--
2fvw f w f ww 
f vZ :r;-
Then the function v(w) may be written 
. 
wv' w
2 
" ~ -- + v + ••• 
l! 2l 
v " 
' 
etc. 
v ', v", etc., a r e to be c a lcula ted from equatio ns (27), 
(28), etc., in which the partial derivatives off are all 
( 24 ) 
( 25 ) 
( 26 ) 
( 27 ) 
( 28 ) 
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evaluated at (km,O ). According to the t h eory of implicit 
functions (8 ), thi s de velopment of v(w) is vali d provided 
f v (kmP) is different from zero, and f and all its deriva-
tives use d in e quat ions (26), (27), etc. exist and are 
continuous in the nei ghborh ood of (km,O). 
For exa mp le, a pp lying t h e transformations stated at the 
be ginni n g of t he preceding pa r agraph to the second equation 
of Table 4 results in 
f(v ,w )·=. ·cosh ( J sinh' v't:) cos (Jw sin- 1 v;w) 
( 29) 
It is necessary to restric t t h is definition of f to values 
of w other than zero. Wben w = 0, 
f(v,w) = f(v,O)·=· cash v cos v + 1 (30 ) 
It is not i mmedi a tely apparent that t h is function satisfies 
the provisions stated at t he end of t h e prece di ng para graph, 
but t h ey may be verified by recourse to t h e fundamental 
de finition of partial differentiation, or by expansion of 
t h e expressions in pa renthes es in equation (29) in power 
series in (v w ). (The existence of such series is of 
interest, as it s h ows t h at the partial derivatives in equa-
ti ons (26 ) and (27) will exist; that v ma y be expanded in 
powers of w, and hence in t h e even p owe rs of 1. a nd t ha t 
- M' 
z may b e expanded i n odd powers of 1 ) M" 
The solution of a problem by the method of implicit 
functi ons wil l b e given later, in Appendix 4, i n wL ich a 
problem from section 1.6 is solved. The present p roblem, 
t he solution of the equa ti ons of Table 4 fo r mode frequen-
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cies, is obtained by a somewhat different, but related 
method, as follows. 
From the above development, and by comparison with 
the simp ly supported beam, it is expected that the 
difference between Mzm and k m, de fined as 
Mz-k 
-k-' U·=· ( 31) 
will hBve an expansion of the type 
u = a , + ~ + •• • IVI 2 M4 ( 32) 
so that 
z =- k (l+u ) = k (1 + §.• + 8 2+ ••• ) M M Ma Mq • ( 33) 
(Subscripts m, desi gnating mode number, are understood.) 
The equations of Table 4 are a ttacked by substituting appro-
1 priate double p ower seri es in u and M~ for the terms z, 9 1 , 
9z , etc. The amount of calcula tion is kept within reason 
by maintaining a balance among the various orders of infini-
tesimals consistent with t h e number of terms a , , a 2 , etc., 
desired. The zero order terms always cancel by virtue of 
equation ( 7 ) • 
infinitesimals. 
T . 1 erms in u, - a M constitute the first order 
Terms in u 2 , ul/I ~ 1 constitute t h e second 
I ~ M4 
order infinitesimals, and so forth. Th is calculation is 
carried out for the (ce ) beam in Appendix 3, with the first 
two terms in the expression of err or determined. 
The results for al l t h e cantilever beams considered 
are given symbolically in Table 5, pa ge 20, and numerically 
in Table 6, page 21 . Figs. 2 and 3, pages 22 and 23, 
present comparisons of t h e calculated errors in cantilever 
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Table 5 Finite-Diff erence Cantilever Beam Mode Frequencies 
i/Twv LC = z = ~ ( l +u) = ~ ( 1 + ~~ + ~! + , .. ) 
Beam 
( c e ) k 
- 24 
and k 2 a. (cf)} 
(de ) - 24 (3 
(df ) k • k <X.+ 6 7 
- 24 {3 
o. = tan k + tanh k 
(3 = tan k - tanh k 
~ = sinh k sin k 
a2 
[ 33k
2 
- k
3
'l' + 
10 /3 
k 'Y( k a.-6 'Y)2 ] 
+ 133 
( 2k2 ~ 9ka. -12.)') ( k oc-6'Y) 
(JZ 
k 3 r _ 27k + 1 8 - k2 'Y + k ( 2k +3 cx. )a: 
576 L lo ra 13 2 
k :z ?"<Y..ZJ 
+ ~3 
k 2. [- 87k2 - k3 ?' + (2k~ -3ka.+ 1 2 l')(k '1+ 6?') 
576 10 f3 ts"' ' 
+ k ?'( k a.+ 6'Y yz.] 
t33 
k = eigenvalue of continuous beam (see Ta ble 1) 
M :; 1 e ng th in c e 11 s 
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Table 6 F'ini te-Difference Canti l ever Beam Mode Frequencies 
Beam 
( ce ) 
( ce ) 
(cf) } 
and 
(de) 
( df) 
( df) 
Z = k ( 1 + a , + a~ ) M ~n. - 4+ ··· . 
_.1 M 
Mode al 
1 -.423 
2 -2.15 
1 -.0789 
2 -.952 
1 • 26 5 
2 .243 
a2 b1 b2 
.224 -.846 .628 
8. 64 -4.35 21. 9 
- • 0757 -.158 -.145 
.359 -1. 90 1.62 
.0254 • 530 .121 
-2.35 .486 -4.64 
Table 7 Limiting Values of the Terms Giving the 
Higher Mode Frequencies of Finite-Difference 
Canti lever Beams 
Beam al a2 
( ce) k (k +6) k2 (k 2 +100k+240) 
24 1920 
(cf)} k 2. k4 and 
(de) - 24 192o" 
(df) k(k-6) k 2 (k 2 -100k+240) 
24 1920 
·-tt :tt m ~:JJ:r-t -m 11!i m : ++ --~ ++ H -h ~TTI- =-,":t-J: 
·rm· '::er .-· ' c'-1- -i-H-~J+J 
- -r- ~ • -- ,:[-r -'+-'-+ l-H--i-+++-'-+++l-t--HH_-++µ_•__J·H_~ ·-1-1":t -1::'.:q: 
I rtt-r :i:trt 
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beam mode frequencies and experimental errors determined 
by C. H. Wilts, for the first and second modes, respectively. 
'rhe experi mental data of Fig. 3 vvere obtained at a computer 
frequency higher t han optimum, at which the effect of 
parasitic c a pacitance and inductance was appreciable. 
Consequently points vvere 8lso obtained in which a 
correction was made to account for this e f fect. 
A comparison of the error of mode frequencies of the 
cantilever beam with that of the simply supported beam is 
made by comparing the coefficients of (k/~.02 in the 
expansions of either u or (Aw/ wo ). The coefficients of 
(k/M )2 rather t h an of ( l/M )2 are c onside red be cause the 
former g ives the error in terms of the number of cells 
per wavelength of the sinusoidal part of the solution. 
On t h is basis, it is found that, for the first mode, only 
the (cf) and (de) cantilever beams have less error than the 
simply supported beam, and for the second mode, only t h e 
(df) cantilever beam has less error than the simply 
supported beam. 
In the hi gher bending modes of the uniform cantilever 
beam, the sinusoidal part of the solution predominates in 
the mode s h ape. Hence it is expected that t h e errors in 
the higher mode frequencies will approxima te those in the 
simply supported beam. To determine if this is true, it 
is noticed that as k increases, some of the terms of the 
expressions in Table 4 increase exponentially, so that the 
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remaining terms become insignificant by comparison. 
Specifically 
13-• --- (-l)m 2 e-k 
ex. 
/3 ---
?' f3 -- -I 
In this manner, the l imiting values of a , and a 2 are 
determined. These are given in Table 7, page 21. Because 
of the exponential nature of t he terms involved, the 
convergence to t h ese forms is very rapid. By comparison 
with equation (19), it is seen that the error of the 
h i ghe r mode frequencies of t he cantilever beam does 
approach that of t he simp ly sup p orted beam, although less 
rapidly for ( ce ) and (df) beams t h an for the (cf) and (de ) 
beams. 
The method of reducing the difference equations of a 
circuit-analogy to a single equation analo gous to the 
ei ge nvalue aqua ti on of t:he continuous sys tern, and the 
solution of t h is equation in a series form, have been 
applied in this section to one set of end conditions of one 
beam amalogy. It may also be applied to oth er sets of end 
conditions, and to othe r circuit-analog ies of the uniform 
beam. (See reference( 3 ) and the footnote, p. 11). Another 
application is the analysis of the effect of unequal 
lumping , an example of which is p resented later in Part I. 
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It is questionable whether one number alone can be 
a fair index of the accuracy of a pa rticular type of 
analogy. For example, by the method of wave propagation 
characteristics, the accuracy of t h e simply supported beam 
is determined. But when t h e end conditions are changed to 
make the circuit analo gous to a cantilever beam, the 
accuracy is made significantly better or worse, depending 
on the particular end analogies used. Thus it appears that 
the accuracy of the analogy of t be beam exclusive of end 
conditions is best e xpressed by the entire range of values 
it may take as the various combinations of end conditions 
are applied. 
It is evident that there is some correlation between 
t h e error in mode frequencies and the form of the circuit 
termination. Although it is not possible, for a single cir-
cuit, to separate the part of the error arising from lumping 
from the part due to end conditions, it is possible to 
determine the contribution to the error caused by a change 
in circuit termination. 
For example, in the case of the cantilever beam studied, 
reference to Table 5 s h ows that replacing the representation 
of the clamped end (c) by (d) results in a ch ange in u of 
'>' k I 
- 413 ·M2 ' regardless of wh ether t h e f ree end is represented 
by (e) or (f) . (Only the first term in the expansion of u 
is considered.) Similarly replacing (e) by (f) results in 
'Y k I 
a ch ange in u of - 413 ·M2 , regardless of whether the clamped 
end analogy is (c) or (d). Since the change due to varying 
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the r epres entat ion of one end is independent of the other 
end, t he effects of changing the analogies at the t wo ends 
may be superimposed. 
1. 5 The Second Or der Eigenva lue Problem. 
The e quat ion co nsj_dered he r e is the wave equat ion 
in one dimension, 
azy o2y 
--a2 - 2 =0 ax 2 ot ( 34) 
This equation describes numerous physical phenomena, 
i ncluding the vi bration of a unifor m string, longitudina l 
and torsional wa ve motion i n an e l astic prismatic bar, and 
motion of e l e c t ric wave s along a transmission line . As in 
the fourth order problem, steady sta t e os cillatory motion 
. t 
is assumed. Again y(x,t) is replaced by Y (x )eJW , and 
by - w1.Y jwt e • Equation (34) become s 
d 2. y z '2. 
dx2 + a (.I!) y = 0 
The gene r a l solu tion is 
Y = A cos awx + B sin awx. 
( 35) 
( 36) 
Two sets of boundary conditions wi ll be considered, giving 
solutions as follows. 
( a ) Y - O at x - O. Y - 0 at x = 1. 
Y = A ""' sin mn:x 
Wmo = ka m, k - = m1t, m == 1, 2 3 
... ' . , ... 
( b ) Y == O a t x = 0 • ~~ = O a t x = 1 • 
Y = Am sin ( 2m- l) !'rrx 
Wmo= k m 
a' k ,,, = (2m-l )!n, m - 1, 2, 3 , •. . 
( 37 ) 
(38 ) 
( 39 ) 
( 40 ) 
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m is the mode number. 
Seve r a l circui t s are de veloped to represent equat i on 
(34), approximating differentiation with respect to x by 
finit e differences in accorda n ce with the principles set 
forth in Part I of r e ference (2 ) . These are given in Fi g. 
4, page 29. In these circui ts, t h e node voltages are analo gous 
to cY . 'l'he circuit embodying u niform cell size (Fig. 4a ) 
at 
may be solve d by standard methods. 
The difference equations are, from t h e summati o n of 
currents leaving node n, 
- Y n+ 1 + ( 2- Z z ) Y n - Y n-1 = 0 ( 41 ) 
in which 
The solut ion is 
Y11 = A cos n8 + B sin n8, ( 42 ) 
whe re 
z = 2 sin ~e . ( 43 ) 
Wi th boundary condi ti ons as g iven in Fig. 4d, equation (42) 
is valid for 1 ~ n ~ N- 1 . By wr iting out the equations o f 
the circui ts o f Fig. 4d and defining Y0 , Y_1 , YN, and 
Y N+t by equation (42), this mathematical statement of t h e 
boundary equations is obtained: 
y ::=: 0 at 0 Yo= 0 
y = 0 at l Yo+ Y_, 0 -2 - (44 ) 
dY _ 0 dx - at N YN+I - Y N-1 = 0 
dY -= O at 1 Y N+I Y N 0 N+ z- - = dx 
2.9 
(a) UN IFORM CELL SIZE. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Yn fTlr) Yra1 I L r--re J __ 
-
-
CHANGE IN CELL 517..E AT NODE 0 
C.ELL srz.E (1) ~, c C.ELL SIZ.E. (a.) - --
Y- i. ~ Y-1 f"'l"n Yo rm y, f"l"1I"'\ I L I L I o.:L I ot. L 
I JC I~""c · r e 
CHANGE IN CELL 517.E AT-~ 
CELL srz.E (1) l CELL 51Z.E (0(..) Y· 2-
rrtn Y·I ~ Yo r'l)T\ y I L I l~d. L I « L 1 
r r IC ic 
-
REPRESENTATION OF 60UN DARY CONDITIONS 
y = 0 AT NODE 0 I y = 0 AT - ~ 
Yz 
I ±c 
-
-
Y·o= ·- L L l:! r=; ~ i-~- Y·· ~--c JC __ 
~ - 0 AT N-t~ d,x - '" 
YN-2. Yr-i-1 
L 
FIGURE. 4 E.LECTRICAL NETWORKS FOR THE 
EQ d2.y ;:;i.y SOLUTlO~ OF THE UATION ~ - o" at~ :: 0 
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Considering the same boundary conditions as in the case of 
the continuous beam, the solutions are 
(a) Y = 0 at O. Y = 0 at N. 
Y.,= Am sin mn n: N m = 1, 2, 3, .• , N- 1 (45) 
W 01fil - Z m = 2 sin~ 2N 
(b ) Y = 0 at o. dY = 0 dx at N. 
y = A "' sin (2m-l )n \""C n 2N 
m = 1, 2, 3, .• , N 
LV ;fLC = 2 sin (2m-l )11 ~ 4N 
Except for over-all factors relating time and impedance 
measurements of the analo gous systems, 
N 2 LC = a2 
Using this relation, the mode frequencies may be compared 
with those of the continuous system, and the error due to 
lumping is determined. 
(a ) 
(b ) 
w _ 2N sin mTt 
"' - a 2N 
Sl. n mn-2Nr ~c.u"" =~-I= -I 
Wni.o W"'o m 1t -
2N 
2N . (2m- l )re 
w.,.=a-sin 4N 
· (2m-l )n sin 
sin k m 
2N 
-I 
. k ,.. 
- ... 
~ = w ... -I::::. 4N I 
W...o W.,.o ( 2m-l )1T - = 
sin 2N 
k "' -1 
2 N 4N 
k Z k m 4 
- rn t -•• • 2 4 N2. ..,..l...,..9..,..2""""0"""N~4 
1.6 Unequal Lumping. 
Figs. 4b and 4c give circuit analo gies of the 
(46) 
( 47) 
(48 ) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
system of equation (34) in which the cell size is not uniform. 
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Each cell on the ri ght side of the circuit represents a 
se gment of the physi cal s ystem whi ch is a. times as long 
as that represented by a cell on the left side. The me t h od 
of section 1 .4 can be u sed to dete r mine the mode frequencies 
of circui ts of this t ype. 
The circuits of Figs . 4b and 4c are des cribe d by two 
difference equat ions. To t he l eft of the ch ange in cell 
size 
- Y I'\-\ + (2-z !l.) Yn - Y n-t\ - 0 
Y n = A cos n8 1 + B sin n81 
whe re 
2 sin i 8 , = z = u'1/LC. 
To the ri ght of the change in cell size 
-Y n-t + ( 2- o.2 z Z ) Y n - Y n+ 1 = 0 
Yn = C cos n8z -+ D sin n82 
where 
2 sin ~e2 = c.t z = ctwlLC. 
Two circuits are considered wh i ch ha ve unequal cell 
( 52) 
( 53) 
( 54 ) 
(5 5 ) 
( 56) 
(57) 
si ze, and whi ch are analogs of problem (a ) of the preceding 
section. Both are construc ted from the circuits of Fig . 4, 
as fo llows: 
circuit (i) 
y = 0 
Re l ative ce ll size 1 
Change in c e ll size 
Relative cell size ~ 
y = 0 
circuit (ii) 
y = 0 
at O 
at - N,-~ 
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Relative cell size 1 
Change in cell size 
Relative cell size ~ 
y = 0 
l 
at -2 
at N -J.. i z. 
Two circuits are also considered which are analogs of 
problem (b) of the preceding section, and are constructed 
as follows: 
circu:i. t (iii ) 
y = o 
Re la ti ve cell size 1 
Change in cell size 
Relative cell size Ol 
dY - O 
dx -
circuit (iv) 
y = 0 
Relative cell size 1 
Change in cell size 
Relative cell size ~ 
dY - O 
dx -
at -N , 
at 0 
at Nz 
at -N _.!.. I Z 
at l 
-2 
at I N --z 2 
The end conditions are determined from equations (44) . 
The mathematical descript i on of the c h ange in cell size is 
determined by summing current f low from each node not 
satisfied by equations ( 52) or ( 55). In circuits ( i ) and 
(ii i)' employing Fig. 4b, this is done for node 0: 
-Y_, + ( l+ « - l+ Cl z z ) Yo - 1. Y 1 = 0 a. -"2 a. 
where Yo satisfies both of equations ( 53) and (56). In 
circuits (ii) and (iv), employing Fig. 4c, equations are 
written for nodes -1 and O; 
-Y_2 + ( r:~ -zz) Y_1 - i+oc Yo= 0 
( 58) 
( 59) 
- i:« y _, + (£:~ - z1.) Yo - Y 1 = 0 (60) 
where y _, is defined by equation (53) and Y0 by equation 
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(56). By making use of equat ions (44) and either equation 
(58) or equat i ons (59) and (60) , difference-equat i on 
solutions, whi ch are implicit solutions for mode frequen-
cies, are obtained as given in Table 8, page 34. In the 
case of circuit (i) the details of this procedure are 
carried out in Appendix 4. The methods of section 1.4 are 
used to determine t h e first term in the expansion of the 
error in mode frequencies, the results of which are given 
in Table 9, page 34. Again, in t he case of circuit (i) , 
this procedure is recorded in Appendix 4. 
It is not proposed to analyze these results here to 
determine optimum circuitry, but merely to list them as 
an example of t he me thod of solutio n for mode frequency 
error by series expa nsion. 
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11able 8 Difference Equation Solut i ons. Unequa l Lumping. 
Circuit I mp licit Solution 
( i ) sin ( N , e 1 + N2 e2 ) -t v sin N1 8 1 cos N z.8 2 = 0 
(ii ) sj_n (N , 8 1 + N2 82 ) t v cos N , 8 1 sin Nz. 82 = 0 
(iii ) cos 0~ , g , + Nz82 )- v sin N,e, sin N2 8z. =- 0 
( iv ) cos ( N I g I + N 2 gz ) + v c 0 s N 1 e1 cos Nz82 = 0 
'"'- /f?C 2 · lg 2 . l g w y l.J'" = z = sin 2 , = Ci. sin 2 2 
cosle2_ 1 _ (l 2)(1 '2. 3+cx.-z 4 
_c _o_s--2"'""-e , - - ot. 8 z + 128 z + '" ) 
Table 9 Mode Fre quencies of Circuits with Unequal 
Lumping 
wfLC' = k ( 1 ) k ( a , a z z = M +u = M 1 + Mz + M,. + ... 
Circuit al 
( i ) ~4 {L 'Y, (1- ai ) + C(~] k + 3 2 ( 1- <i...'1.) sin 
(ii ) k { a.2. ] 
- 24 [ '11 (1- a2 ) + k - 3 (1- ct't) sin 2 
(iii) 
- ~4 {[ 7, (1- cx.2 ) + «:z ] k + 3 ( 1- 0.1. ) sin 2 
( iv ) k {['1 (1 - a.'1 ) + o."- J k - 3 ( 1- cl ) sin 2 
M = N I + <l. N2. 
?; = N, M 
2 1; k } 
2 7; k} 
21i k} 
2'1', k} 
( i ) and (ii ) : l{ rn = mit m ::: l, 2, 3, ... ' N,+ N2.. 
( iii) and ( iv): km== 2m-l 'li' 2 m = 1, 2, 3, . . . ' N, + Ni_ 
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II THE EFFECT OF STA'rISTICAL DEVIATIO N OF 'rHE VALUES OF 
THE ELEMENTS 
2.1 General 
The analyses of Part I are all concerned with the 
accuracy of solutions. Given a circuit-analogy of a physical 
or mathemati cal system, and a statement of what constitutes 
the answer, they determine what error wi ll e xist. It is 
assumed that any time the circuit is constructed in t he 
computer, each element will be exactly wha t the circuit 
dia gram prescribes, and the answer , and hence the error, 
will be t h e same each time. 
Part II is conc erned with t hB precision of solutions. 
Considering that the values of the elements are not exactly 
their nomina l values, and that the elements are not iden-
tical, it is a pparent that when a circuit is constructed in 
the computer by selecting computer elements at random, 
successive constructions of the same circuit wi ll not gi ve 
identical answers. Even if t h e elements are set to assigned 
values with the aid of a me t er, their actual values will be 
subject to a deviation depending on the pr ecision of t h e 
meter, and may be treated as if coming from an origina l 
population with t h is precision. 
The precision with which an answer is determine d depends 
on the preci s ion of the value of each element in the circuit 
and on the extent to wh ich changes in t he value of the element 
affect the answer. Specifically, if an answer f depends on 
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various circuit parameters x 1 , Xz , ••• , x Naccording to 
t h e relation 
( 1 ) 
and the circuit parameters are selected fro m p opulations 
with uncorrelated distributions having r.m.s. de viations 
<fr , 0"2 , • •• , er"' about means x: , , x :l. , ••• , x .. , res p ec t ively, 
t h en f is ch aracterized by a mean 
f =- f (x 1 , x -z , .•• , :x "' ) ( 2) 
and an r.m.s. deviat i on 
( 3) 
i n which the partial derivatives a re evaluated at (x, , 
. . . ' 
- ) ( 9 ) x .., • It is assumed that 0-n are s mall so that 
the Taylor series expans i on of f about f is sufficie n tly 
accurate with only t~e linear terms present. 
Determina t i on of the precis i on of answers by equation 
(3) does not direc t ly requi re k nowledg e of the answer, but 
it does require knowledge of t h e partial derivatives of t h e 
ans wer with res pect to the parameters. Once a gain ei ge nvalue 
problems are convenient for the determi nation of precisi on. 
Re gard ing t h e mode freque ncie s as ans wers, t h e partial 
(10) de rivatives c a n be obta i ned by a meth o d due to Raylei gh. 
'l'his method relates i ncrements in mode frequencies to 
i n crements in t h e potential and kinetic e nergies associated 
with given mode shapes. 
Wh_en a pplied to a conservative electric circuit, 
elec t rost a tic and electroma gnetic ener gies are considered. 
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Assuming that a particular mode s hape , consis t ing of node 
voltages V, , V2 , ••• , V1 , ••• , VN , is known for a g iven 
electrica l system, then the maxi mum instantaneous e l ectro-
static energy associated with this mode is 
c. V·2 j J 
and the maximum instantaneous magnetic energy is 
W ... = i I; L j I j2 = l ~ V/ 
2 w2 L.J ~ 
The terms Vj are the volta ge s across the eleme nts Cj , L j , 
( 4 ) 
( 5 ) 
and are determined from t h e k nown volta ges Vi . For the pur-
poses of t h is development, any energy associated with 
mutual inductances is included in equation (5) by re placing 
t hem in the circuit b y equivalent self-inductance. In normal 
mode oscillation of an electric circuit, t h e energy is at 
times entirely ma gnetic, and at other times entirely electro-
static. Thus the normal mode frequency may be determined by 
equating We and Wm. 
z I:~ 
2. L; 
w =----L: cjv/ 
To determine the partial derivatives of w with respect 
to the circuit parameters Lj , Cj , it is assumed for the 
moment that the voltage s defining the mode shape, Vi , and 
hence Vj , 
( 6 ) 
( 7 ) 
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..;;1 Y1: 
~L· J 
The e xpressions of equations (7) and (8 ) may be used 
directly in equation (3). 
The assumption of unchanged mode shape bears investi-
gation. Followi ng Rayleigh ' s development, (lO) let the 
norma 1 coordinates of the given system be ¢1 , ¢2 , ••• , 
¢N• While considering one mode, the qth, for example, 
change one of t h e elements, C.- , for e xample, by a s mall 
amount JlCr . Th e n it is shown t h at the s h ape of the new 
normal vibration mode may be expresse d as 
i n which the 1-·ll 1 s are of the same order as J.l • Howeve r, it 
is sh own also t hat wt as calcula t e d by equation (6) h as a 
( 8 ) 
stati onary value when t h e mode s h ape is that of a normal mode. 
By equation ( 9) t h e mode s r1ape is chang ed by terms of order 
)!, so that <JJ'L wi 11 e xperience ch ange of order JJ.'l. . Tbus, in 
differentia t ing equati on (6) to ob tain equations ( 7 ) and 
(8 ), taking the l imit ACr-'r' O or ALr- o insures that all 
cha nge in w is dire ctly due t o the ch ange in t h e value of 
t h e element, and not to the ch ange in mode sh ape. 
'l'he meth od develope d here is use d to determine the 
precisio n with which normal vibratio n fr eque n cies may be 
determined by t h e use of some of the circuits considered 
in Part I. 
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2.2 The Second Order Eigenva l ue Problem 
The example considered here is the circuit of 
Fig. 4a with V = 0 at nodes 0 and N. The norma l mode so l u-
tions are obtained from equations (45 ) and (46), section 
1.5. 
Vn = sin mnn w-
W"' VLc = Zm = 2 sin m1t 2N 
m -== 1 , 2, 3 , •• • , N- 1 (10 ) 
( 11 ) 
Considering Ln ... i. to be the inductor connecting nodes n a nd 
n +l, and V n+!. the vo l tage across Ln+.1. , " 
~ ~ 
V V V . m(n+l)« _ s i·n mnn h+i - ..... , - n = s l n N -r 
Vn+.l = 2 sin mn cos m ( n+! )1t 
z. 2N N 
It is necessary to determine the summations employed in 
equations ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) 
S-i nz. mntt CN w- =2 
~ V . 2. 4 N-l ·1 -_ J _ = _ sini m'l'C ~ z. m ( n+ 7:>~ )« _ 21\T • 2 mrr L · L 2N L.-J cos N - L sin 211J 
J n-= o l \ 
The details of the surmnations are give n in Appendix 5. 
Substituting in equations ( ? ) and (8 ) , 
aw - (I.) 
ac .. -- NC sin1 mr'l\ N 
ow (lJ 2. 
ol.-+! = - NL c o s 
m ( r+ -~ )1t 
N ~ 
It is now assumed that each of the capacitors Cr is 
( 12 ) 
(13 ) 
(14 ) 
(1 5 ) 
(16 ) 
chosen from a large populat i on having a mean c apacitance C 
and r. m. s. de via ti on Cfc = €, C. Similarl y, the inductors are 
distributed about a mean induc tance L with r.m.s. deviation 
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~~=E~ L. Equations (1 5 ) and (16) may now be substituted in 
equation (3). 
N 
m = 1, 2, •.• , N-1; m:tt ( 17) 
N 
m - 2 (18) 
The details of t h ese summations are also gi ve n in Appendix 
(1 9 ) 
m =- 1, 2, ••• , N- 1 
The result confirms expectation that t h e deviation of the 
mode frequency is proporti ona l to the mode frequency and 
the per unit deviation of the elements, and inverse l y pro-
p ortiona l to the square root of the number of cells used. 
From equation (50), section 1.5, it is seen that the 
error due to lumping diminishes as L, much faster than the u2 
s t atistical deviation. Tne two effects will be equal when 
N is given by 
(
m41t4 Jj 
No = 432 E.~ (20 ) 
In t h e California Institute computer, ! will be approxi-
mately .01, if pains are not taken to s e lect s pecial elements. 
In t h is case N0 = 13. l for t h e first mode. For t h is number 
of cells, 
er t.U Au>. w = w-;- = .0024 (21 ) 
It is possible t hat, bec au se of aging, parasitic 
effects, or other reasons, t h e mean of the values of the 
e l ements Cr may be C + Sc instead of C, and of the elements 
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Ln L + S L. Ass uming that 8c and S L a r e s ma ll compared 
with C and L, the expressions determined for cr<.V wi ll still 
' 
a pp l y . Howe ver, t h e mean frequency, w.,. "" 8w, wi ll differ 
from the c a lcula ted frequency for t h e circuit, <.lJ'" . 
2 si n !'!!!! 
Wm+ 6w= 2N i ( L+ 8 L ) ( C + SC ) 
8w,..., SL SC 
<V; = - 2L - 2C ( 22 ) 
2.3 '.fu.e Fourth-01'der Eigenvalue Problem 
The problem is that of t he simply supporte d b eam, 
ta ken up i n se c ti on 1.3. 'I'he circui t is tha t of Fi g s. la and 
lb, with supports at nodes 0 a nd N . The node voltages, Vn , 
given in equati on (18 ) of section 1.3, are t he same as t hose 
in the problem jus t considered. v,, , t he volta ges across the 
e lement s Ln, are determined from Fig . la. 
V • mnn " = sin,--
v" :::= ¢n+l - ¢n-i z = 
Vn 
I ·z sin mn1t = = -T z N 
m = l, 2 , . . . ' 
1 (Vn'i-1 2Vn + V n-1 T 
w-./LC sin mn1t - ,--
N-1 (2 3 ) 
( 24) 
The last relatio n is fr om equation (11) of Appendix 2. 
N-1 
L: Cj v/ == C 'E sin2 m~n = ~ N (2 5 ) 
f\'J<I 
V.i2 
N-1 
L: ' 2 L: sin2 mnn . olc N v- - (1J c N - 2 ~ 
"""' 
( 26) 
aw_ 
-
UJ sin1 mr tr ac,. - NC w- ( 27 ) 
OW U,) 
sin2 mr rr OLY = - NL N"" ( 28 ) 
Aga in it is a ssumed that CT c = €, C , O"L. =£L L. From equation 
(3) and Appendix 5, 
2 w'L 3 2 2 2, m~ N O"w = 
'N8 ( €c + E'- ) m :::: l, . . . ' l'T- 1 ; 2 ( 29 ) 
a: '1 - w'l 1 2 E:! ) m = N w - W-2 ( ~c + 2 ( 30 ) 
If E'c:= ~L= € 
~ ~ O-w=c.o 2 N' m = 1 , 2, . . . ' N- 1 ; m:f: N 2 (31) 
O"c.v = 
WE: 
~ N m := 2 (32) 
Except for the possible mode N m = 2 ' the results are 
ident i cal with those for the second or der eigenva lue 
problem. 
From equation ( 21 ), sect i on 1.3, it is see n that the 
error due to lumping is increased, compared with the second 
order problem. Here, th~ deviation is les s than the error 
due to l umping unless N is greater than N0 , whe re 
( m4n4)j No= 108 ~2 (33 ) 
Aga :i.n taklng m = l, ~ = .O J. , 
N0 = 20.8 ( 34) 
O"w AW, 
Ci) = CR.), ::: .0019 (3 5 ) 
It is concluded fro m the examples of these two 
sections tti...at the expected devi ation of the answer result i ng 
from the distributi on of the element s abou t t hei r means wi ll 
be neg l igible compare d wlth limi t at i ons i mposed by the 
accuracy of the solution. I f the number of cells i s less 
than N0 , the error due to lumping over s hadows the effect 
of deviatj_on of t h e element values. If the number of 
cells is greater t han N0 , t he expected de viat ion is we ll 
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within the specifications of the computer operation. 
However, the effect of mean error of the values 
of the elements, from equation (22 ), may not be negligible, 
as it does not decrease as N is increased. 
2.4 Distribution of t he Elements of the California 
Institute Computer. 
The elements of the California Ins t itute computer 
have been measured ac curately for purposes of calibrat ion, 
and some of the results of these me asurements are given in 
Table 10, pa ge 44. The ca pacitors and inductors were 
measured with an a.c. i mpedance bridge at 1000 c y cles, and 
the r e sistors with a d.c. bridge. Each capacitor measure-
ment is of a single unit, and is independent of the other 
measurements. For use in the computer, each element is 
made up of several units of different nominal values, and 
the proper capacitance is formed by connecting units whose 
capacitance have the correct sum. 
The computer inductor elements each consist of thr ee 
coils wound on thre e separate cores. One coil ha s a l arge 
inductance, one intermediate, and one s mall. Each coil ha s 
several taps. The coils are connecte d in series, so that 
by various settings of t h e ta ps , a wide range of inductance 
values is availab l e. The data of Table lO(b) are for 
the various tap settings of t h e larger inductors only. The 
uniformity of t h e r. m.s. deviations is explained by the fact 
that each row re prese nts measurements on the same coils and 
core s, with only the tap settings ch ange d. It should be 
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Table 10. Distribution of the Values of Elements, Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology Electric-Analog Computer 
(a) Capacitors 
In Per Cent of Nominal Value: 
Nominal 
Q,uanti ty Value, Mean R.m.s. 
Measured Microfarads Error Devia ti on 
80 .01 2.20% 1.00% 
160 .02 .82 .88 
80 .05 .19 .60 
79 .1 .32 .93 
159 .2 -.27 1.26 
80 .5 .04 1.08 
32 1. 3.10 1.12 
32 2. 3.20 .82 
(b ) 20 Inductors 
In Per Cent of Nomi nal Value: 
Nominal 
Value, Mean R.m.s. 
Henrys Error Deviation 
.06 -.30% 1.30% 
.12 - • 52 1.24 
.18 -.17 1.18 
.24 .09 1.18 
.30 .25 1.22 
• 36 .07 1.16 
.42 .86 1.19 
.48 .85 1.45 
• 54 1.03 1.19 
.60 .90 1.19 
.66 1.29 1.20 
.72 1.24 1. 22 
.78 1.25 1.20 
.84 1.63 1. 24 
.90 1. 95 1.23 
(Cont i nued on p . 4 5 ) 
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Table 10. (Continued) 
( c ) 7 8 Re s i s t ors 
In Per Cent of Nominal Values 
Nominal 
Value, Mean R.m.s. 
Ohms Error Deviat1on 
2 6. 7 5;1o 3.62;1o 
4 2.82 1.82 
6 1. 63 1.23 
8 1.01 .90 
10 2.43 1.00 
20 1.66 .66 
30 1.39 • 54 
40 1.28 • 52 
50 1.23 .50 
60 1.14 .42 
70 1.10 .41 
80 1.08 .39 
90 1.06 .37 
100 .97 .37 
100 .191 • 58 
200 .092 .43 
300 .020 .36 
400 .029 .31 
500 .017 .29 
600 • 012 .29 
700 .024 .28 
800 .018 .26 
900 .013 .27 
1000 -.100 .24 
1000 .47 .30 
2000 .46 .32 
3000 .49 .23 
4000 .49 .20 
5000 .51 .18 
6000 • 51 .13 
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mentioned that the values of mean error are influenced by 
the frequency of t he metering bridge, somewhat higher t ha n 
the range of optimum operation of t h e inductors. 
The resistances tabulated in Table lO(c) are divided 
into four groups. In any group, the resistance of the 
nth row is actually made up n resis tors, eac h with t he nom-
inal value of the first row of t he group. This construction 
explains the variat ions of the r.m.s. deviations within 
each group . 'fhe large errors of the low-resistance measure-
ments are caused chiefly by the contact r esistance of meter-
ing relays in series with each element. 
The data of seve r al of the rows of •rable 10 we re 
tested to determine whethe r the hypothe sis that the distri-
buti on of value s is a normal distribut i on mi ght be s upp orted. 
'I'he results were not conclusive, but did not disprove the 
hypothesis . Th e method employed was t h e chi -s quare d test 
for goodness of fit. (ll) For t h e various rows, probabili-
ties t hat values selected from the assumed normal distri-
bution would form a better fit with t h is distribution t han 
t h e values actually measured were, successively, 0.65, 0.07, 
0.83, 0.21, 0.69. 
Depending upon the requirements of the problem, and the 
actual elements used, the settings of the elements are 
arrived at in some cases from t heir nominal values, and in 
other cases by refere nce to accurate measurement s of their 
value s. Tne applications of Part II are chiefly with r egard 
to circuits in whi ch t h e elements are selected at ra ndom 
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from a group, the values of which are distributed in a 
close rang e a b out the nominal value. 
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III LANDING TEST OF A MODEL AIRPLANE WI NG 
3.1 Experimenta l Test. 
In the past few years experimental tests have 
been made at the National Bureau of Standards for the pur-
pose of verifying the accuracy of several methods of 
calculating the response of an airplane wing to transient 
forces imposed by l anding. A detailed description of these 
tests is given in references (12) and (13 ). 
The tests were performed on a model airplane wing about 
11 feet long. The model wing was made of sheet and angles 
of aluminum alloy, with "landing struts" proje cti ng down-
wards. The mode l was dropped in a condition as free from 
strain as possible, alighting on the struts. The forces 
transmitted to the wing through the landing struts and 
the resulting stresses at several points in the wing were 
measured by means of wire strain gauges fastened to the 
model. 
The tests were conducted so that the motion of the 
wing consisted wholly of bending in the vertical plane, 
vertical trans l ation, and roll. The character of the 
landing could be changed by varying the nature of the 
surfaces which were struck by the landing struts. In the 
test for which a solution was obtained on the electric-
ana log computer the wing was subje c ted to a "soft", un-
symmetrical, two-point landing impact. By a "soft" impact, 
it is meant that the time of contact of the landing strut 
with t h e landing surface is comparable with the longest 
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period of free bending vibration . The asymmetry was 
provided by allowing one of the two landing struts to alight 
before the other. 
3 .2 Analytical Methods ~f Computation. 
Several analytical methods of computation were 
employed to obtain solutions of the problem, to which the 
electric-analog computer was applied. Some of these were 
included in the re port of the experimental tests, refer-
ence (13), and others were published later. These methods 
were considered not only for accuracy, but also with regard 
to the length and difficulty of the computations involved. 
These methods are outlined here briefly. 
ThB method of normal modes, and a few variations of 
this method, are considered i n reference (13). The basic 
normal modes solution is described in reference (14). The 
entire motion of the structure is co nsidered as the sum of 
motions, each of which maintains the s hape of one of the 
normal modes of vibration. Similarly, the external forces 
are broken into the generalized forces corresponding to 
each mode. Beca use of the orthogona lity of the normal 
coordinates, the variation of each normal coordinate with 
time depends on the gene rali zed force for that mode alone. 
These variations are determined independently, and their 
sum gives the entire motion of the structure. 
By separating the statical response from the vibra-
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tional response in each mode due to exciting forces of 
fixed spacial distribution, Wi lliams (l 5 ) has obtained a 
form whi c h converges more rapidly. Part of the solution 
is obtained by assuming the external forces act statically, 
and the remainder of the solution, due to the inertia 
forces of each mode, depends chie f l y on the lower frequency 
modes. 
Another metl:_od outlined in reference (13), due to 
Levy, makes use of modes which are no longer normal. Ea ch 
mode s hape is calculated from all the lower modes. This 
has the advanta ge that it is not necessary to ha ve all the 
normal modes calcula ted. There is a difficulty in esti-
mating the accuracy of this form of solution -- considera-
tion of the first neglected term involves recalculation of 
all the preceding terms, because of t h e non-orthogonality 
of the modes. 
Of these three solutions, t he second two proved some wha t 
superior in the case of 11 soft 11 landings. All three were 
unsatisfactory for "hard" impact, because of the number of 
modes which h ad to be considered. 
A "statistical" me t hod, developed in reference (14), 
was applied to the problem. (lS) In t hi s method, answers 
ar•e obtained by summing t he maximum res ponses in each mode, 
re gardless of the time of occurrence o f t h e maximum. Thus 
the answers are not g iven as funct i ons of time. The method 
includes the further simplification of using a forcing 
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function tak en from a table of standard forms as an 
approximation to t h e actual excitations in the problem. 
The r esults of this "statistical 11 method we re regarded 
as too conservative for practical value. 
The same problem was solved also by a step-by-step 
method of calcula ti on at t h e Burea u of Standards. (17) 
This solution is based on a met hod first applied to the 
study of aircraft vibration problems by Houbolt.(18) 
In this method, the partial differential equation is 
r ep laced by finite-difference equations in both variables. 
The forces on a given mass segment at any time are equated 
to the mass times the accelerat i on w~ich is expres s ed in 
terms of t h e deflect :t ons of the se gment at immediately 
pre ce ding time increments. It is not necessary to have 
the normal modes for t h e step-by-step calculations. 
Alth ough there is a large amount of numerical work involved, 
it is c hiefly adapta ble to handling b y means of punched 
c a rds. This method was regarded as superior to t h e other 
solutions considered, and is compared here with the results 
of the experimental test and with t h e analog computer 
solutj_on. 
3.3 Analog Computer Solution 
Th e model wing subjected to the experimental 
test was symmetric, and about 11 feet long. Th e two land-
ing struts were located at stations 16.5 and -16.5 (measure d 
52'. 
in inches from t he centerline). The data describing 
the wing, as obtained from the Bureau of Standards, con-
sisted of values of ma sses already l umped at ten stat ions, 
x1, x2, ••. , x10, along the half-wing, and a curve of EI 
versus distance along the wing, x. 
Two circuits (Fi g. 5, page 53 ) were used to obtain 
t wo computer so l ut i ons to the prob l em. Th ey are constructed 
according to t h e method de v e l oped in reference (5). In 
one case the half-wing was divided into ten cells, and in 
the other, five cells. In the ten-cell ana log, the nodes 
corresponded to t he ten stations of t h e ori gina l data, 
and the capacitances we re determined directly from the 
lumped masses . To determine the values of inductance to 
be used, a curve of ~I versus x was plotted. The flexi-
bility associated with eac h node was calculated by graph-
ical l y performing the integration 
1 JX"+l 1 K = EI dx . 
n X I 
"-i: 
x .. _i and x 11 ... i are t h e points obtained by bisecting the 
internodal intervals adjacent to node n. The inductance 
L" is calculated from Kn , t he constant of t h e lumped 
spring associated with node n. Values of T , the trans-
former turns ratios, were made proportional to t h e dis-
tances between stations. The s i n g le transformer in the 
slope circuit of Fig. 5a was intro duced to make a c h ang e 
i n t h e i mpedance base along t h e wing, for the range of 
( 1 ) 
values, Kn , fro m root to tip was greater t han t h e range of 
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inductances, Ln , that it was practi ca l to employ. 
The five-cell analo g (Fi g . 5b) was constructed in 
the same way, with successive nodes fal ling at alternate 
stations o f t h e original d a ta. The mass at ea ch statio n 
that was abolished was divi ded among t he adjacent node s 
as though it were static a lly supporte d at t h ose nodes, 
that is, in t h e inverse ratio of t h e adjacent internodal 
distances. It was not necessary to effect a c t ange in the 
impedance base of the slope circuit. The mec ha nical 
constants of the system and t h e circuit parameters used 
in the t wo analogs a re presented in Tab le 11, pa g e 55. 
The excitation of the system was specified by giving 
time histories of the forces applied at the landing struts. 
These are given in Fig. 6a, page 56, f + (t ) being applied 
at the strut at station +16.5, and f _( t ) being a pp lied 
at -16.5. The results desired were the wing bending 
moments M+( t ) at stat i on +17.5 and M_ (t) at -17.5. 
The solution was carried out in two steps. In the 
first step the circuit represented half of a wing in 
symmetric bending vibra ti on, and in the second, half of 
" a wing in anti-symmetric vibrat:i.on. Tb e exci tati.ons 
applied were the symmetric and anti-s-;rmmetric parts of 
the landing forces, f 5 ( t ) and f a ( t), respectively (Fi g. 
6b ) , whe re 
f s ( t) - ! [ r -t (t) + f _ ( t)] 
f - ( t )j . 
(2 ) 
( 3) 
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Table 11. Mec hanica 1 and Electri c a l Parameters. Analo g 
Computer Solution of Wing Landing Problem. 
(a ) Ten-cell Circuit 
Trans-
Flexi- former 
Sta- bility Ma ss Induc t- Capa c- Turns 
ti on A x r ad/l b · in lb sec2 ance itance Rat io 
Node in. in. x10-6 in. hy . J-lf d. T 
0 
3 .0 .300 
0 3.0 .334 .03142 • 0356 7.380 
6.5 . 650 
1 9 .5 . 825 . 0016 1 .0879 .378 
7.0 .700 
2 16.5 1. 25 .00850 .1331 1.996 
8 .0 .800 
3 24.5 2.27 .00205 .2418 .48 1 
9.5 .950 
4 34.0 5.37 . 00899 .572 2. 110 
10.0 1.000 
5 44.0 9.46 .00106 1.008 .2489 
8.0 . 800 
6 52.0 14.5 . 000728 .1717 .1710 
4 .5 1.350 
7 56.5 30 . 5 . 00051 0 . 3606 .11 98 
5.5 1.650 
8 62.0 175. .000295 2 . 070 .0693 
5 .0 1. 500 
9 67 . 0 300 .000129 . 0303 
(b) Fi ve-ce ll Circuit 
'rrans-
Flexi- former 
Sta- bili ty Mass I nduct- Capa c- Turns 
t i on Llx rad/lb · in 0 lb sec.s a nee i tanc e Ratio 
Node in. in. xio-6 in. hy. ~fd. T 
0 
3.0 .250 
0 3.0 .739 .03210 . 0970 8.826 
13.5 1.123 
2 16.5 2.75 . 01054 .3611 2.900 
17.5 1.457 
4 34.0 9 . 85 . 01040 1.291 2.860 
18 . 0 1. 498 
6 52.0 32.4 .001598 4.244 .4394 
10.0 .832 
8 62 . 0 494. .000654 .1798 
(o.) 
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The exciting forces, f s ( t) and f ~ (t), were introduced 
into the circuit as currents at node 2. The forces 
were first estab l ished electrically as time-varying volt-
ages by an arbitrary function generator operating on 
the photoe lec t ric principle (reference (1), p. 957). 
By the use of current feedback, a de amplifier was employed 
as a current generator to provide the desired excitation 
for the circuit. 
The bending moments were determined from 
M+ ( t) = Ms (t) + Ma, (t) 
M_ ( t) = Ms ( t) - M" ( t), 
( 4) 
( 5) 
The quantities M5 (t) and Mci. ( t) being obt ained from measure-
ments of currents in t h e inductors in the s ymmetric and 
anti-symmetric circuits, respectively. Resolving the 
solution into symmetric and anti-symmetric components 
results in an economy of computer elements and a simpli-
fication in the app l ica t io n of t he exciting forces, but 
requires more measurements. 
As the currents in t he inductors are analogous to 
bending moments at t he nodes, there was no current anal-
ogous to t Le moment at stat i on 1'7. 5. 'l'b i s moment had to 
be interpo l ated from meas urements at 16. 5 and 24.5 in the 
ten-cell wing, and at 16.5 and 34.0 in t he five-cell wing. 
Fig. 6c presents the moments obtai ned from measurements 
at station 1 6 .5 in t h e s ymmetri c and anti-symmetric ten-
cell circuit. Fi g. 6d g ives t he moments at stations 
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+17.5, -17.5, determined by equations ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) . 
A compa rison of the results obtained by several means 
is given in Figs. 7 and 8, pages 59 and 60. The bending 
moment at station 17.5 is plotted in Fig. 7 and the moment 
at station -17.5 in Fig. 8. The four curves are the 
soluti ons by circuit-analogs of ten and f i ve cells, by 
experimental test with the mode l wing, and the solution 
of reference (17 ) by a step-by-step method based on Houbolt's 
method. In t he step-by-step solution t h e mass of the ha lf-
wing was lumped at four stat ~ ons. The time interval of 
t he step calculat i ons was .001 seconds. 
It is difficult to make an accurate estimate of the 
error involved in each of these solutions. A comparison 
of the results of the various methods is perhaps as sig-
nificant as any other method. The results of Part I are 
not directly applicable to t h e analo g computer solution, 
as the wing is not a uniform beam, and as the lumped 
masses are not entirely derived from t h e distributed mass, 
but, at some stations, co nsist partly of discrete masses 
-
mounted on the wing. However, the accuracies of certain 
processes of the analog computer soluti on of this problem 
may be giv e n. 
'l'he error in producing the forcing functions of Fig. 
6b wa s determined by recording the actual currents intro-
duced in the circuit and comparing with the desired 
functions. Th e difference between the two functions was 
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at mo st f our per c ent of t he maxi mum va lue of the function, 
and , in absolute va lue, averaged t wo pe r cent of the max-
imum value. Th e elements o f t be circuits were al l measured, 
and determined to b e withi n one per cent of the desi red 
values. The process o f measuring t he qua ntities by ph oto-
gr aphing t h e oscillo gr aph screen was co ns idered reproduc-
ible with a precisio n of t wo pe r cent. 
There we re no da ta included in the re port of t h e ex-
perime nta l test wh ich could be used to estimate t h e 
accuracy of t hat solution. 
Th e s t e p-by-step solution involves t wo approximations, 
one i n using lumped physical pa rame t ers , the other in 
taking finite increme nt s o f time . 'lbe concentrating of 
the ma sses a t fo ur points along the ha lf-wing , in this 
solution, is some what more coarse than the five-ce ll 
analog computer solution. The accuracy involved in 
taking fi ni t e time increments may be estimated in t he 
li gh t of the r e sults obtained. 
In the step-by-step s o luti on , the a c ce leration of 
d 2 v a point, ..:;:.._:,;_, wa s obtained fr om t h e equation dtZ 
[ y( t )]::: ; 2[2y(t) - 5y(t-t: ) + 4y (t- 2 E. )- y(t-3 t )] ' ( 6 ) 
in whi ch y ( t- ~ ), y ( t-2 € ), etc., are values of t h e dis-
p l a c ement , y, at pr e c eding time increments , and in whi ch 
a v a lue of . 001 seconds was used for c . The e rror of t h is 
e xpre ssion may be expressed in terms of the higher de-
ri vati ves · f y by writing the Taylor seri es expansion 
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of each term on the right side of the equation, and 
adding: 
(y(t LJ== + ••• 
The derivatives are e valuated at time t. 
Be c a use of the tabul a r form of the results, it is 
easier to find t he error in terms of diffe rences of y 
than in terms o f i ts derivatives. Defining 
tSy ( t) ·=. y ( t +E- ) - 2y ( t) + y ( t- E: ) 
f)."y ( t ) . = .b 2 [ ~ 'l. y ( t u , 
the following rela tion is obtained, again by Taylor 
series expans1on: 
L f& y ( t ) - L ~ y ( t ~ 
c2L: 12 1 
d 2 v The error in evaluatins 'dt;t by equation (10 ) is very 
small compared with the error of equation (6). The re-
sults in reference (17) may be used to compare [y(t tl 
with i!._x as g iven by the more accurate method of equation dt2 
( 10 ). 
[y(t )] . 
wa s 13 
'.r h is comparison was made for a number of va l ues of 
fhe greatest differe nce found in this comparison 
per c e nt of the maximum va l ue of :f!:J:., and, i n ab-dt2 
( 7 ) 
( 8 ) 
( 9) 
(10 ) 
solute value, the difference avera ged about four per cent. 
It is difficult to predict what t h e effect of an 
error in one equation used in the step-by-step process 
will ha v e on the result of the entire process. 
For a proble m of t h is t ype , having no exact ana l y t-
ic a l expression of t h e answer , t h e best estima te of t h e 
accurac y of any one method of solution may be a comparison 
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of solutions by several met l:ods, as in Figs. 7 and 8. 
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Appendix 1 Gene ral Solution of the Difference Equation 
of the Circuit-Analogy of the Beam in Bendi ng. 
This solut i on is carried out by standard means, an 
expos i tion of wh i ch is given, for e xa mp l e, i n Re ference 
(6 ) . The d iff erence equation d e scribing the circui t of 
Fi g . la is eq. ( 8 ) ; (Par t I), 
where z is a posj_tive real numb er. 
Then 
= ene ( e Z. 8 -4e 8+6-4e-8+ e- ze) 
= ene ( e!e_ 8 -~-e )4 
= ene 16 sinh4 !e 
2 si nh !e = ±z 1 ± j z. 
Let Y == e n e n 
Th e four poss i ble value s of e, then, a r e * 8 1 , 
2 sinh !e, = z 
2 . 19 sin 2 z. = z. 
±.. J·e * where 
2 ' 
The ge neral solutio n is made up of the indi vidual solutions. 
Y = A ene,+ A e-ne,.L.A e jn82+A e-jn8z. 
l'1 I Z <' 3 4 
or, 
Yn = A cosh ne 1 + B sinh ne1 + C co s n82 + D sin nez 
-><- e, and 8z are real when z ~ 2. This includ es all the 
prac t ical ca ses of ei genva lue solution by t he circuit 
of Fi g . la. However for z ~ 2, 82 is no longe r real, 
and the pos sible values of e are 
e = ± 2 cosh-1 !z + j 'TT 
To any of these solutions may be added jm~ , where m is 
any integer. 
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Appendix 2 Determination of I mplicit Solution for Mode 
Frequenc!es of Cant ilever Beams (ce) and (cf). 
1. Beam (ca). Cla mped at O. Free at N. 
The ge neral solution i s gi ven by equation (9), Part I. 
Yn = A cosn 119, + B s\nh ne, + C cos ne2.-+ D sin ne1 (l) 
The boundary condit ions are tak en from Ta b le 3, rememberi ng 
that M, the length in cells, equals N, the free node number. 
Y0 = 0 (z) 
x -y_, ;:. 0 (3) 
YM+l-2.YM+YM-I = 0 (4) 
YM+2- ZYM+I -t2YM_, -YM-2 = 0 (5) 
Substituting equation (1) into equations (2) and (3), res-
pectively, 
A+c~o 
2. B sinh a, -r 2 D sin 0 2 =- o 
Incorporating these relations, equation (1) may be re written 
Y., == A ( cosh 116, - c.os ne2) 
+ E ($in 8 2 ~inh ne, - sinh e, sin n e2 ) (6) 
The following relations will be useful. 
z2 = 4sint\ 2 ~9,= 2(coshS,-1)= 4 sin'l.~e'l.::. 2(\-(05~) (7) 
cosh (n+1)e, - 2. cosh ne, + cos.n Cn-t)e, 
= 2 (cosh e, -() cosh ne, = z2 cosh ne, (8) 
sin\\ (n+1)e, - 2 sinh ne, + sinh (n-1) e, 
= 2. (cosh e, - t) sinh cie, = z 2 sinh ne, 
cos (tt+1)e2 - '1. cos nS:z. + cos <n-1) e2. 
-== Z (cos G2. -1) cos ne:z. = -z2 cos I'\ e~ 
(9) 
(10) 
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sin (n+1}El 2 -Zsin 11e2 -t sin (n-1)6z 
= 2(cose2 -1) sin hez. = - z 2 sin n92 (11) 
Substituting equation (6) i nto equati on (4), making use of 
equations (8 ) through (11 ) , re sults in 
A ( co5h MG, + cos Me2) 
~ E (sin G2 sinh Me, + sinh e 1 sin M92.) = o 
Substituting e quati on ( 6 ) into equati on ( 5 ), 
{Y~1+2.-ZYM+I+ YM)- (YM-ZYM-1 +YM-2) =O 
A [ c.osh (M+l) e, + cos (M+ t) Bz 1 
+E [sin e 2 sinh (M+1)e, + sinh e. sin (M+1)e2) 
-A [cosh (M-r)e, +cos (M-1)ez] 
-E[sin e2 sinli (M-t)e, + sinh e, sin (M-t)ez] - O 
2 A [ sinh Me, sinh e, - sin M ez sin 92] 
( I 'Z.) 
+zE [~in Oz cosh Me, sinh e, + sinh e, C05 M0z. sin e,J = 0 (1'3) 
Considering A and E as variab l es in the equations (12 ) and 
(13 ), the co ndition for the existence of no r ma l modes of 
v i bration is de termi ned by setting t he coe fficient de t er-
minant to zero: 
z 
sinh e1 sin ez. ( cosh Me. + c.os M92) 
:::::: (sin ez. sinh M6, + sinh e, sin MOz)(sinh Me, sinhe, - sin MG2 sin ez.), 
- sinh 2 Me, sinh e, sin~ - sinh Me, sin MG:z sinze2 
Thi s substitution is made : 
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resulting in 
2 sinh e, sin ez ( 1 + co~h Me, co.s. M e2.) 
= sinh Me, sin M62 ( sinh1 9, - S.in'I. 6'7..) 
. -z.e . '2. 
\ + c.osh Me, C05 Me2. = s.inh Me, Sin Me:z sinh I - sin 8 z • (14) 
Z sinh e, sin e2 
Thi s answer may be given in several forms: 
1 + co~h MS, cos M02 = sinn MG, sin M92 t,Qnh 1,61 ta.n -ie2 (15) 
z 
1 + cosh M0, c..os MEh. = sinli MS, sin M02 z (16) 
4-J1- ~: 
2. Beam (cf). Clampe d a t O. Free at N + t. 
This differs from the pr eceding beam in t h at the 
free end conditi ons are, from Table 3, 
Y1:H1 -2YN +YN-1 = 0 
y N+Z. -2.Yr-HI + y N = 0 
Equations (1), (2), (3), and (6) a pp l y to t h is beam. 
Substituting equation (6) into equations (17) and (18 ), 
r e spectively, gi ves, by analo gy with e quation (12), 
Al cosh N0, -t- c.os N9~) 
(17) 
(\8) 
+ E [<5inh Ne, sin 0 2 + sinh e, sin Nez] = O (19) 
A [ c.osh (N+1)e1 +cos (N·H)e:l.] 
+ E [~ink {N+t)e, sin e2. + sinh e, sin (N+1)e2 J = O Czo) 
Substituting M - t for N and M * ! for N + 1 results in a 
s ymmetric form 
A lcosh(M-l)e,-+ cos(M-i)e2] 
+E [ sinh (M-~.)e, sin e2 + sinh e, sin (M-1)e2] = o (21) 
A [ c.osh (M+ i)t>, + cos (M++.) e~ 1 
+E [ sinh (M+;i)e, sin 9z + sinn e, sin (M+~)ez.] ==-0 (z.z) 
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It is more convenient to use t he following forms, whi ch 
are i [ ( 22 )+( 21 )] and i [ (22 )-(21)] , res pec tively 
AL cosh Me, cosh -ie, +cos Mez. cosie2J 
+E[sinh MG, cosh-ie, sinGz + sin\-\e, sin Me'Z. c.05 ~e2.] = o (2.3) 
A [ sinh M6, sinh ~e, - sh1 M0'2. sin ~e:z.J 
+ E [co sh Me, sinh i e, sin ez. + si nh e, cos Me2 sin i 62] == 0 (24) 
The c ondition for the existence of norma l modes is stated 
independent of A and E by setting t h e coefficient deter-
mina nt of equations (23) and (24) to zer o . 
( cosh '2. M91 - sinh:z. Me,) c.osh ~ e, sin Ii l, e, sin e2.. 
+ (co~"'Me'2. + sin2 M92 ) sinhe, cosiS:z. sin1e2 
+ cash Me, cos M 62 ( sinh e, c.o!:>h ~ e, siri i 62 
+ s!nh 1:e, sin e2 eo5 i_e'2.) 
-sinhMe, slnMt9z (si1111e, $inh1_e, cosie2 
-cosn ~e, sin ez. sin -ae2) = 0 
Now sinh e1 is replaced by 2 sinh ie , cash ie, , sin e2 by 
2 sin -~e2 cos i e2 , sinh i e, by sin ie2 (by equation ( 7 )) , 
and t he result is divi ded by 2 sin2 ie2 • 
cosh -ie, c.os i02 + c.osh ~e, cos kS:z. 
+ c.osh Me, cos Me2 ( c.o>h1 1_e, + c.os?. ie2 ) 
- sinh Me, sin M$2 ( c.osh 1_e, co5 ~ez - c.osh ~e, cos :k_e2 ) 
From equation ( 7 ) , 
h'Z le 2. I 'L cos :z. , + c.os 2:e2. = 2-+ !>inh ~e, -sini. ic9-z. _ z 
Thus (2 6 ) becomes 
co5h ~ $ 1 c.os-a S:z. + c:.osh M9 1 cos Me~ = 0 
0 
(25) 
(~6) 
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This may be stated variously: 
1 + co sh M9, c.os M e:z -= 1- cosh ~e, c.os ~ S:z. 
I+ c.osh MS, c.os M ez = l - -Ff: 
(27) 
(28) 
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Appendix 3 Determination of Mode Frequencies of the 
Canti l ever Beam (c e ) . 
The equation to be solved is give n in Table 4 and 
Appe n dix 2. 
The definition of u, equation (31) of Part I, gives 
Z= ~{l+u) (7.) 
e , and e ~ are expanded in series from their definitions, 
equation (lO) Part I. 
e, = z sinh-1 ~ = z sinh-1 .h.-(1+u) = 2 l k(i-+ u) - l k3(i+u)~ L ks-(t+ ~s _ .. J ~ "-M ZM G 8M3 + 40 3Z.Ms 
·= . .!s.. + 81 
- M M 
·=. k + 82 
- M M 
The grouping,. of terms results from assuming that u and L JVI 2 
are of comparable order, and both small compared with 1. 
Substituting i n the terms of equation (1), 
I+ co-:,h MS, cos MS;z. = l + c.osh (k+ S,) c.os(k+S2 ) 
- I + cosh k cos k cosh 8 1 cosS2 
cos.h k si~ k c:.osh & 1 Si ri 82. 
+ '=>ll1h k cos k -::.inn S, co~ 8z. 
';)i I"\ h k SiWl k $inn B, sin 8~ 
Similarly, 
sinli Me, sin M02 - sinn \.\ sin k cosh 8, co~ f> 2 
+ ".:\inh k cos k c.o.sh S, s.in S, -\-
(3) 
(4) 
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+ c.o5h \<. '3.in K ~inh f>, cos S2 
+ c.osh k cos~ s.inh S, $irt 3 2 • 
From equations (3) and ( 4), 
c.o~h S, cos S2 = (I+ iS~-t .. . )(I- ~s;+ ... ) 
k"u 
= t- 12.M 2 + .. ~ 
co~h S, shi 82. = ( t+ ~ 8,2.+ "' )(S7.- '") 
= (k~l+ z~~:t)+(g~u~ +~;M'+) + ... 
'='inh S, cos62 = (S,+ ... )(1-is:+ ... ) 
= (ku- k'3 2) 4-(- k"3V. + ~ \+ '" 
Z4M 8M 2 640M4) 
sinh &, sir\ ~, = (61 + '" }(82 - '") 
k~ z k6 u -576M4 -t ... 
Also 
z~ 
- 4 + '" 
Equation (1) now bec omes 
1 + ( 1- ~~~2) cosh k cos~ -~k~+ J:M2)+{~~2 + ~:4)] cosh k sink 
+ [(ku-z~~z) -+(- ~3~2 + ~: M0J sinh k cos k 
_ { k2.u."l. _ k 6 
4
) sinh k sink 
\ "5'16 M 
2 k:t k~ ks- ) 
= ( :r.,rz + 2 M~) slnh \< sink + ( 4 : 2 -+ %M4 sinh k cos k 
+(k~u _ k5 
4
\ co$h k sink 
4M2 96M ~ 
From equati on (7), Part I, cosh k cos k can be re placed by 
-1, cosh k sin k by -tan k, a nd sinh k cos k by - tanh k. 
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k4 u { k 3 3k3 u II k 5 ) 
12 Mz. + ku ..._ 2.4M2 + 8M'Z - 1920 M4 tan k 
k3 3 '?> 5 ) + (-ku +-- + ~ + II k· ta"h k 24M2 eM 2 192.0 M,. 
4- ----- -k u. + sinh k ~tn k ( k
2 k 2 1.4 2. 2. kb ) . 
4M2 2M:z. 576 M 4 
=0 
Equation ( 5 ) may be written 
in which 
c'l = k ( ta.n k - tanh k) 
k4 '3k3 '2. 
c?> = Ii + 8 (tan k + tanh k) - ~ sinh k sin k 
k' ( 2. C4 = 24. to.n k + to.nh k) - ~ !>tnh k sink 
u ks- ) k' Cs= (-ta" k + to.r- h k + - sinh k sih k 
\920 5% 
The solution of (6 ) is 
0.1 ~'1. 
u = - -t - + '" M2 M4 
k2 { '33 k2 k~ sinh k s.in k 
Q 2 = 576 lo - tan k - tanh k 
[2k2 + 9k(tawt k + t'lnk k)- IZ sinh k s\n k] 
+ • (tan k-to.nh kr~· 
• [k( to.n k + to.nh k) - " Slr\h k sink] 
+ k sinh k s.in K [ k( tan k ~ tanh k) - 6 sinh k sin k] ~} 
(tCLn k - to.nh k ) 3 
(5) 
(6) 
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Appendix 4 Solution of Circuit (i), Section 1.6 
Circuit (i) is constructed from the circuits of Figs. 
4b and 4d with t hese boundary and end condit ions: 
Y = 0 at -N , 
Relative cell size 1 
Change in cell size at 0 
Relative cell size a. 
Y -= 0 at N2 
Prom equations (44), (56), and ( 58 ), Part I, 
y =O 
-N, 
YI'\ - A ~OS nel + Bsin ne, -N,~ n ~ 0 
Y n :: C cos ne2 + D sin ne, 0 ~ n < Nz 
By inspection, a form satisfying equations (1) to (4) 
may be written for Yn • 
Yn = A ~in {N, + n) e, -N, 5: n <- 0 
Y"' = A 5~n N,e, sin (N1-n)e2 O < n <. Nz 
sin N19z. 
Substituting in equatio o (5), 
-sin(N1-1)e, + ( 1~cx. -1-t;_CX. 7/)sin N,9, 
sin N,e, sin (N 2 -1)e2 - o 
ex. sin N162. 
Substituting trigonometric expressions and r earranging 
results in 
(\) 
(2.) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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The term in parentheses may be reduced by application 
of equation (6) 
=O 
Equation (10 ) may be rewritten 
cos N,e, sin N29z + sin N,e, cos N282 si".~h _ o 
<X. ~1n e, 
(II) 
By equation (6 ) the las t term may be written in terms of z. 
cos 4:S:z 
cos le1 
4-0t.2z~ 
4-z:i -I 
- (I- 112)( ~ zz + 3-::i."82 z4 + ... ) (tZ) 
The series form of the solution for mode frequencies is 
based on t he implicit function t heory outlined in section 
' 1.4. First the following definitions and substitutions are 
made: 
Length in cells 
I; ·=· N, -v'W 
1:t. ·=· Ni-fW 
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z = ~ ( \ + u) = k VW (I + u) 
g(u,w) = N,a, = ZN, sir('~ = 2 ~ sin-' k-:W (1+u) 
g(u,w) ·-=· ?; k (l+u) + ~~ 3 w(l+u)1 -+ ... 
h (u, w) = N2. 92 = 2N2 sitf' °7,z ':::" :2 ~ sivi-1 ka._;w (l+u) 
h(u,w) ·=· )2a.k(1+u) + '>'2 a.3k3 w(\+lA)~ + .. . 
'24 
T, +<I r2 = I 
g and h are defined in terms of the series to ma k e them 
( 13) 
and their derivatives continuous at w = O. Equation (11) 
may now be written 
f(u,w) = O (14) 
in which 
f(u,vv)·=.· sin(i+h) + sing cos h (\-a.2)[k:;(i+u)2 +• .. ] (15) 
From equation (38 ), section 1.6, 
kt\'\= m ft 
sin k"' = o 
cos k"' - (-1)"' 
g(o,o) = 1,k 
h ( o, 0) - ct.~ k 
m = 11 z, '3, , . , 
f (o, o) = sin (?',+ex 1'2)k = sin k = o 
To determine t h e implicit function u(w), which is 
expanded about the point (0,0) some of the partial deriva-
tives must be determined. These are desi gna ted by sub-
scripts. 
'Y, ks 
g""(O,O) = Z4 
a 3 72 k3 
Z4 
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hw (O,O) = 
f 14 (0,0) - (gu + hu) cos(g+h) = k cos k = (-1)"' ~ 
lw (0, 0) = (g'w +h..,) cos Cg+h) + k2 8 (C-«2) sin 7,k cos «.7~k 
= {-l)m('Y,+ «5'Y2) k 3 + k2 (1-0:11) sin 'Y, k cos (k-'Y, k) 
24 8 
= (-1)'" [ ?', (1- o.::2)-t <X~) ;: + ~ (1- «.2) (-1) m .sin 2 'r. k 
From equation (26), section 1.4, 
U.= Q,W + Q~w2+ '" 
U - Q, + a'2.. 
- - -+''' M2 M4 
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Ap pendi x 5 Summation of the Tri g onometr ic Series of 
Sections 2.2 and 2. 3 
N-\ N-l 
~ sin2 rn~n = [ $\n~ m~tt 
n~1 n=o 
N-1 
- ">' ( L - l cos zm n1t) 
- ~ 2 Z N 
n-::o 
t'H 
- N - !. (R "V e.r2m.,t« 
z z ~ 
n=o 
N I /O[ l- ej'Z.m'ttJ 
- 2 - 2 V\. J2."'1ft \-e..,. 
N-1 
Lsin!t~ = ~ tn = I) z ) ". I N-\ 
""""' N-l N-1 [cos2 
ll-:::.O 
m(~~)tt = L.: (~ + -k co 5 m(2.~-+-1)n) 
N-1 
~ sin4 mnn 
Li "' n=I 
n==-o 
= ~ + ~ {R [ ei'"H<I ~ ei •m,:-"] 
N I fr( [ j ~« l - ejZrnn ] 
=-z +2 e ---• :Zrt11t 
I -elr;r-
n:::.o 
N-1 
\1\= t, 2., "', N-1 
=: L ( ~ - ~ cos 2 h'\ N" « f 
l'\:::Q 
N-1 
- ~ (l. - .lcos i.mn1t +.L + .icos4 tnn1t) 
-U 4 Z N 8 8 N 
n~o 
{ 
j'Ztnft] j4~tt] 
· '3 , ,_ e 1 1- e 
=-N--(R ·~ +86( m« 8 Z 1-eJ N ,_eltr 
(l) 
(2) 
N-1 
Lsin~ m~n: 
l'\-=.1 
N-1 
- 3N 8 
~ sin4 m~n - N ?.: 
n:1 
N-1 
[ cos4 m(n~~)fC 
n=-0 
M-1 
= .2.N 8 
I: c.os4 m(n~)n _ * 
h=O 
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m= l 1 2. 1 • • •, N-1 ; 
N 
l1'\ = 2 
m = 1, Z1 ... , N-1 ; rn=1= ~ 
(3) 
(4) 
(s) 
(6) 
List of Symbols 
a 
a ,, a ., } b , , b z , 
A, B, C, 
D 
c 
e 
EI 
f, g, h 
i, j 
I 
j 
k 
k, k m 
K 
L 
m 
IV! 
M 
n 
N 
r 
6( 
s 
t 
T 
u 
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constant in differential equation 
constants 
capacitance 
base of natural logarithms 
bending stiffness of beam 
functions 
indexes of sunrr11ation 
branch currents 
constant in differential equation 
ei genvalue (mth mode) of continuous s ystem 
spring constant 
inductance 
mode number 
circuit length in cells 
bending moment 
node nur11ber 
number of cells 
node number of variable ele me nt 
real part of 
shear 
independent variable, time 
transformer turns rat i o 
Mz - k 
k 
v, w 
Vn ' Vn 
w 
We 
Wm 
x 
x 
y 
y 
Yn 
Yri 
z 
z 
0(. 
<:J..){3} '}' 
t>i 6 
€ 
€ 
e, e, , ez. 
v 
p 
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variables 
node volta ge s 
e l ectrostatic energy 
electromagnetic energy 
independent variable 
mean of x 
dependent variable 
amplitude of oxcillat ions of y 
no de volta ge s 
a mp litude of node volta s e oscillations 
<Jr/LC in 2nd order lump ed system 
-JTW-VLC in 4th order> lump ed system 
cha n g e i n cell size 
constants 
increments 
per> unit r.m.s. deviation 
increment of ti me 
parameters used in solutions of difference 
equations 
wave l ength 
small number 
see Table 8, p. 34 
mass per unit l ength 
r.m.s. deviation 
¢._, ¢n slope 
¢ , , ¢z,··· normal c oordinates 
w 
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frequency of oscillations 
frequenc y of (mth ) normal mode 
i s de f i ne d a s 
